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Many modern textbooks say that Native Americans and other cultures lost out to Europeans because
the latter had the advantage of guns that easily outstripped bows, arrows, spears, and other common
personal defense weapons.

It is also a well-known fact that if you are in a close range fight, most large guns will not be of much
use to you. From that perspective, there are actually better, and far more lethal options that you can
use for personal defense. A short look back in the history would help you a lot.

Since these “cold weapons” tend to be easy to build or obtain, there is no such thing as making them
“illegal” or ever really putting as many controls on them as with guns and their relatively limited
manufacture options.

As an added bonus, there are even limitations on many of these weapons because they do not
require complex ammunition, if any at all.

1. Kusarigama

The Kusarigama is one of the most fascinating and deadly weapons used by the samurai of Japan. It is
basically a combination of a chain and a sickle. If you add a larger ball at the other end of the chain,
then you would also have the added benefit of a mace in a single weapon.
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You can use the Kusarigama to:

deliver lethal cutting blows with the sickle,
use the chain to trip up someone trying to hurt you,
strangle an adversary using the chain
use the ball end to deliver blows to the head or strike at the eyes
you can also use the chain area to wrap around your arms or other areas where you need
quick armor.

Before building or trying to use a Kusarigama, remember that the free moving end can very easily
come back and hit you if you don't know what you are doing. In the same manner, if you aren't
paying attention, or have no experience with using chains in a fight, then you may trip yourself up or
get your limbs tangled up in the chain.

Practice with foam and breakaway string versions and then move up to light weight wood so that you
become accustomed to the way the chain and each end move. As you add more weight to the
weapon, you will also have to adjust your movements to compensate and also to redevelop your
accuracy.

2. Throwing Star
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The throwing star or death star is little more than a piece of metal fashioned into a 3 or 4, or more
pointed star shape. They are easier to manage than throwing knives and can be much smaller in size.

As with spring assist guns, you can dip throwing stars in poison or adapt them to a range of needs.
Throwing stars can also be made from just about any material including tin can lids or even very hard
plastic if it is sharpened right.

Here are some adaptions to the basic throwing star that may make them even more lethal and
versatile:

The Maya used to take wood and then add very sharp obsidian blades along the edges. You
can try using this method to fashion a wooden throwing star and then use obsidian for the
blades. Since the obsidian can be made into a sharper edge than metal, the star would have
more cutting power.
Try making a polymer throwing star that is just thick enough to add springs into the center.
Use the springs to release needles once the throwing star acquires its target.
Make foldable throwing stars that can be easily disguised and even easier to carry
try a different number of points or blade shape. For example, how does a curved blade work
versus a straight blade?

Since the throwing star is thrown, there is always a chance that you will not be able to retrieve it.
Therefore, you will have to make and carry several of them for effective self-defense.

On the other side of the equation, always practice with your throwing stars so that you do not wind
up throwing in a way that creates a boomerang effect.

When using or carrying a throwing star, remember that it will be very difficult to use if the person is
within arm’s length. This particular weapon is best used when the attacker is a few feet away and the
star has enough distance to gain some rotational force. Always have a weapon on hand that can be
used at closer quarters to back up the throwing star.
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3. Atlatl

The Atlatl or spear thrower is a Mayan invention. This device is basically a half round tube with a cap
on one end. It can be used to launch both spears and darts. Basically, as the Atlatl and the projectile
are moved forward, additional force is stored in the Atlatl.

As the spear or dart moves away from the thrower, it has more power and speed because the Atlatl is
also pushing it.

Historically speaking, Atlatls were made of wood. You can also try making them out of plastic or other
materials that are readily available. Few weapons can rival the Atlatl for being light weight, easy to
conceal, and completely impossible to control.

If you can make a pipe with a cup on the end and a few darts, then you have a formidable device that
can disable or kill many different kinds of attackers.

As with throwing stars, the Atlatl is best used for longer distances. Since the projectile can travel at
almost 100 mph it can do more damage than several other weapons. You may also want to adapt the
Atlatl by adding springs to the cup end to see if you can get better speed out of the projectile.

Even though you may not reach an average of 1700 mph (the average speed of a bullet), you may be
able to get up to 500 mph out of the Atlatl when combined with other technologies.

4. Tetsubishi

The Tetsubishi is another fascinating device invented by the Samurai. Basically, it is three dimensional
six pointed star with very sharp points. It is usually aimed at the feet of attackers.
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If
someone steps on these weapons, the points will break through the bottom of their shoes and
puncture their feet. At face value, this particular weapon doesn't seem like more than a deterrent.

You can make the following adaptions to make the Tetsubishi more lethal and more effective against
modern shoes:

Either make the points thinner or use needles on the ends to create a sharper point that can
penetrate even the thickest work boot soles.
Use spring assist on the needles for more force and to deliver poison payloads
Dip the points in poison or even mercury if nothing else is available.
Do not overlook what you can do with the center of the Tetsubishi. When your foot lands on
something, there is a natural reflex to be distracted and to pause for a split second. Even if
you cannot get a strong enough needle or springs to fit into the points, there may be a way to
deliver a more lethal payload from the center of the Tetsubishi. This includes a mini bomb that
will detonate as the points collapse or something else that will do more than slow up your
attackers. Even though the original design is not meant to have collapsing points, there are
still some advantages if you want to use that collapse to launch a projectile up into an
attacker's foot.
Your design should be lightweight so that you can carry several of these devices.

When it comes to fighting off attackers, many anti-gunners make the insane claim that guns are more
dangerous than other weapons because they can kill multiple people at one time. Sadly, their
imaginary and ignorant thinking does not take in the reality that one bullet can only hit one target,
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and that only one bullet can leave the gun at a time.

That being said, many cold weapons do have the disadvantage of being mainly person to person
defense weapons in situations where you may have multiple attackers.

The Tetsubishi has an advantage in these situations because you can throw a handful of small ones at
a group and potentially trip up 5 – 6 people with one action. Alternatively, try throwing them from a
bucket or other launcher and you can trip up dozens of people in less time than it would take to raise
and fire a machine gun.

5. Yawara

The Yawara is a small piece of wood or metal that is designed to be held in the palm of your hand. In
Japan, it was used to hit pressure points and other sensitive areas such as the eyes or parts of the
face.

This is a very close range weapon that can also be used to make punches more effective.

Today, many self-defense classes teach you how to use house and car keys for a similar purpose.

If you want to customize the Yawara to make it more effective, consider spring assist technologies
that can be used to push a poison needle into the flesh of an attacker.

At close ranges, you will not so much need fast projectile speed as you will the opportunity to reach
flesh.

In order to use the Yawara effectively for this purpose, you will also need to know how to make fast
acting poisons and sedatives. Fortunately, there are many poisonous plants that are easy to grow as
well as a number of animal venom that are hard to regulate.

As a cold weapon, this one stands out because it is very compact and easily overlooked. There are
also a number of adaptions that can make it more effective.As you can see, there are all sorts of cold
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weapons that may not be as powerful and compact as guns, however they can save your life in a crisis
situation and be easier to conceal than guns.

With a little bit of practice and modification of these basic designs, you may even have a combination
of personal defense weapons that will make guns useless in the hands of your attackers.

Subscribe to our newsletter (if you haven't already) to get more knowledge about these uncommon
weapons for your personal defense, and click on the banner below to find out the most effective
techniques to defeat intruders!

This article has been written by Carmela Tyrell for Survivopedia.
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